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ABSTRACT 
The human desire for security is innate, and tfıe desire for financial security is an impôrtant 
part of that Savers would ·ıike to see their savings remain intact uiıtil the time of need, but 
beyond that they would like to see those savings grow. While it is peıiectly natural to wish to 
combine capital security with some kind of profit realizing this wish is not as easy as it maY. 
first appear. lt can be argued that the objective of combining capital security with profit tends 
to lead to systemic instability in the financial system and the economy at large. This paper 
attempts to identify the ways that policies intended to achieve this objective have led to 
recurring financial crises, most recently in the United States and Europe. To do so, it examines 
the role of key features of the banking system and capital market including the lender of last 
resort deposit insurance, collateral for loans, mark to market and the inflexibility of securitized 
mortgages, along with the role of international trade imbalances.lt also cal ls attention to other 
manifestations of unenlightened self-interest that ultimately harm the persons pursuing it This 
is measured against the higher objectives of the Shari'ah, and some suggested remedies are 
discussed. The paper uses a qualitative methodology, employing a critica!, comparative and 
analytical survey of the literature on the topic. 
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ÖZ 

SiSTEMiK iSTiKRARSJZLIGA KATKlDA BULUNAN BiR ÖGE 
OLARAK FiNANSAL GÜVENLiK iSTEGi 

Insanın güvenlik isteği doğuştan gelmekte iken finansal güvenlik iste!)i bunun önemli bir 
parçasıdır. Tasarnıf sahipleri tasarruflannın ihtiyaç zamanına değin el de!)meden kalmış 

olmasını arzu ederler. Fakat bunun ötesinde tasarnıflannın büyümesini de isterler. Sermaye 
güvenliğini bir tür karla birleştirme isteği tamamıyla doğaiken bu isteği gerçekleştirmek 

göründüğ~ kadar kolay değildir. Sermaye güvenli~ini karla birleştirme finansal sistemde v~ 
ekonomide sistematik istikrarsızlığa yol açma meylindedir. Bu makale, politikalann bu amao 
gerçekleştirirken son dönemlerde ABD ve Avrupa'da finansal kriziere nasıl yol açtığını 

tanımlama gayretindedir. Bunu gerçekleştirmek için bankacılık sisteminin ve sermaye 
piyasasının son kredi mercii. mevduat sigortası. krediler için teminat piyasaya göre değerleme 
ve menkul kıymetıeştirilmiş ipotekleri içermek üzere temel özelliklerinin rollerini uluslararası 

ticaret dengesizlilderin rolü ile birlikte incelemektedir. Ayrıca. onu amaç edinen insanlara nihai 
anlamda zarar veren cahilce çıkarcılığın diğer tezahürlerine de dikkat çekmektedir. Bu, şeriatın 
daha yüksek arnaçianna karşı ölçülmekte ve buna dair önerilen bazı çareler incelenmektedir. 
Makale kalitatif metodolojiyi takip etmekte ve eleştirel. karşılaştırmalı ve analitik bir literatür 
taraması kullanmaktadır. 

ll.nohtar Kavramlar: Şeriata Uyumlu Future. Islami Bankaalık. Risk 
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This paper isa layman's .attempt to identify patterns in issues raised by a 
number of heterodox e}:planations of the financiai erisis of 2008; this is 
combined with insights gleaned from discussions with Islarnic finance 
practitioners in Malaysia and conte>.."tualized by relating them to Shari'ah 
insights on human nature, the nature of wealth and hö\v people should deal 
with it. Heterodox econornists generally identified the most in1portant 
cause of the 2008 erisis to be :ın unsustainable pattem of private debt 
generation. That problem is, however, embedded in a larger matrix of 
moral hazard and other problerns arising from earlier attempts to solve 
problems with the financial system: The following questions arise in 
attempting to understand this phenomenon: 

1. What is the difference between saving tangible assets and saving 
money? 

2. What is the nature of growth in nature as opposed to the growth of 
debt? 

3. How does the desire to combine safety and growth of savings 
destabiiize the economy, society and the environment? 

4. How do rational rnicroeconornic considerations lead to 
macroeconornic irrationality? 

5. What can be done to rnitigate the destabilizing influence of the desire 
to combine safety and growth of savings? · · 

The methodology used for addressing these questions is a comparative 
and analytic reading of selected te).."tS on financial crise's along with te..'\.'ts of 
the Qur'an and Sunnah as well as writings on the higher objectives Ôf the 
Shari'ah (maqasid al-Slıari' alı) and discussions with Isla.mic finance 
practitioners. The analysis is combined w:ith a synthesis of the insights 
derived from this reading. 

Tarek Diwani's The Problem of Iııtcrcst (2009) is an im portant predecessc::ır 
in this effort. ~s linkage o.f the issue of riba to the thinking _of ecological 
economics is particularly fruitful. His citation of Frederick Soddy ipsiglıts 
on tlie nature of money as virtual weali:h is immensely useful. · 

Much of the irıitial writing on the financial erisis of2008 focused on the 
greed and moral failings .. ofbankers and the special treatment they received 
from govemments. The more interesting works, however, tackled the 
failings of mainstream neoclassical econornics, which has served to 
legitirnize the status quo in the name of effidency. Many of the smail 
number of econornists who had accurately predicted the erisis before 2007 
used models that owed a great deal to the theories of Hyman Mirısl..-y (d. 
1996). One eriteri on of the validity of a scientific theory is i ts usefulness as 
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a predictive tool. The erisis laid bare the inadequacy of neoclassical 
economics in this regard and raised the stock ofMinsl.-y's theoretical model. 
He thought of capitalism as a system that goes through a eyetical pattem of 
e>.:pansion and erisis driven by the el\.-tension of credit. 

The most famous of the predictors of the 2008 erisis is probably Nouriel 
Roubini, a professor of ecoriomics at New York University. His warnings 
of a housing crash and ensuing recession at an IMF meeting in 2006 were 
met with derisive scepticism and eamed him the nickname of"Dr. Doom". 
Min.sky's ideas are ~entral to Roubini's 2010 analysis, Crisis Ecoııoıiıics: A 
Craslı Coıırse iıı tlıe Fııtııre of Finaııcc. He also draws heavily on 
Kindleberger's 1\lfaııias, Panics aııd Craslıes: A History of Finaııcial Crises. 

· Another economist made prorninent by the erisis is Australian Steve 
Keen, who has attempted to mathematically model Minsky's ideas. He 
stated in 1995, "Chaotic dynamics ... should wam us against accepting a 
period of relative tranquility in a capitalist economy as anything other than 
a lull before the storm" (Keen, 1995:_ 634). His 2005 waming of an 
impending cr.ash of the housing bubble gamered him nurnerous interviews 
on international news channels at the peak of the crisis. His Tlıe Debtwatclı 
Maııiftsto, published on his blog details his analysis and prescriptioru in non
techn.ical language. 

D irk Bezemer (2009) identified the British economist Wynne Godley as 
particularly pı:escient in this regard. Godley provided a detailed model of 
fl.ow of fıınds that prompted him to issue a y,raming in 1999 about the 
unsustainability of economic growth predicated on ongoing high levels of 
private debt growth. . 

Ann Pettifor, aleader oftheJubilee 2000 campaign to write offthe debt 
of the world's poorest nations, published Tlıe Coııiiııg First World Debt Crisis 
in 2006. She detailed the history of the international banking system, its 
inequities and the n!asons why the so-called Great Moderation would be 
urisiıst;ıin:ıble, iilcluding money creatiqn through the el\."tension of creçlit. 
She also linked the pathologies of the financial system with environmeiıtal 
and breader ethlcal issues. 

George Coop~r is a financial practitioner. His Tlıe Origin of Fiııaııcial 
Crises, publisl:ıed in 2008, lucidly points out the fl.awed assumptions of the 
Efficient Market Hypothesis. His discussion of the money creation function 
ofbanks is, according to Keen, fl.awed. · 

John Cassidy, the econornics reporter for Tlıe New Yorkcr, has written 
what may be the single best introduction to economics for the layman, How 
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Markets Fail (2009). He e:ll:plains both the stre11gths and weaknesses of 
classical and neoclasskal economics. Their strengths lay in recognizing the 
superiority of markets over centralized bureaucracies in processing certain 
kinds of economic information and allocating resources for the production 
of consumer goods. The main weakness of the neoclassical school, besides 
the Eıilure to deal \vith the market's indifference to el\.1:emalities, lies in its 
fuilure to acknowledge the im pa ct ofbehavioral psychology on markets. By 
contrast, crowd psychology plays an integral part in the thinking ofKeynes 
and Minsky. Cassidy's greatest contribution is the systematic detailing of 
how the rational choices of individuals striving to maxim.ize their own 
interesrs lead to ırrational outcomes for the economy and society as a whole. 

Another book written by a financial practitioner is Richard Duncan's 
Tlıe New Depressioıı: Tlıe Breakdown of tire Paper 1\1oney Ecoııomy (2012). He 
does a good job of demonstrating how different the current economy
which he calls "creditism"-is from 19th-century capitalism. He points out 
the twin dangers of debt deflation and of quantitative easing that does not 
result in real economic activity. 

Mian and Sufi, in Hoııse of Debt (2014), conduct a masterful analysis of 
economic data to tease out causallinks in the 2008 erisis between the terms 
of debt contracts- particularly in the conte:-..1: of securitization-and the 
housing erisis and the rise in unemployment. They also offer some 
interesting prescriptions for making debt contracts m<?re flexible. 

An interesting addition to the literarure is Benes' and Kurnhoffs Tlıe 
Chicago Plaıı Reıtisited (2012). It tackles the w1derlying monetary problem 
that drives the boom-bust cycle. The proposal for full-reseı.Ve banking is by 
no means new, having been first proposed by FrederickSoddy about 90 
years ago. Benes and Kurnho.ffhave, however, modelled the effects of the 
plan's implementa~on on the modem US economy to test its proponents' 
claims regarding its !!Conomic effects. They conclu.de that full-reserve· 
_ banking would have positive effe.cts on gr0\v1:h and stability. It is particularly 
interesting that such a paper would be published by the International 
Monetary Fund, given its neoclassical orientation. 

Savings and Money 

The human need for safety is deeply rooted in biology. Every animal 
strives to suıvive; thus, el\.-posing oneself to life-threatening risk is normally 
avoided by most creatures. In Qur'anic terms, this desire for safety can be 
understood as fitralı. Allah implicitly acknowledges this feature of human 
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psychology by reınincting people of His fuvor upon them in keeping thenı 
safe and susta~g them: 

<;-t.?-~ ~ıj ~» ~ r6 ••hi c_ş~ı (3) .;..E1ıı» y.J ı_;,ı•:J; 
"Therefore, !et them worship the Lord of this House, who fed them 

against bunger, and secured them against fear" (106:3-4}. 

Likewise, e.-..:posing oneself to the loss of wealth is contrary to fitralı and 
Sharfah. Allah says: 

ı..;,~~ ~i~ ı)ı ~ıy.i ~~ıı.J.Y. 'jj . 

"Do n'ot entrust your properties - which Allah has made a means of 
support for you- to the weak of understancting .. . " (al-Nisa' (4): 5). 

Contrary to popular Muslim understancting, Prophet Muhammad (peace 
be upon him) did set aside some wealth for future needs. 'Umar ibn al
Kha!tab reported that Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) used the 
proceeds from the lands forfeited by the tribe of Banü Naçlir when. they 
went into exile for the annual e>..-penses of his fı.mi.ly (Muslim, n. d.: 3/1376, 
no. 1757). · 

'i .~ : ,_, .. ~iı4 ü:.. ' ·ll.!... .U ' • i:. 4Jıı ~1.31 l.!ı... ••• _1ıı .: Jı· ·1 ~\S·; J .• ,u~.. ,~f"' .• !Y-"..>ı.s- -..r--:- W. _,.,. 
• n A..t., ~<ili. i i:. ·~ '\SS ,LU.. { } • .~ll .::..ı1~ <l....l\S • • • • • • <.S"-' (.;. - L) ı.r.-: •. .; 

Al-Nawawi (1392: 12/70) e>..-plained that he would set that arnount 
aside, but that would not prevent him from speiıcting from it for charitable 
purposes. This amount would be exhausted before the end of the "fucal 
year", which is why the Propbet (peace be upon him) died with his armor 
mortgaged for grain he had purchased for his family on deferred payment. 
Altbough the Prophet (peace be upon him) did not personally choose to 
save wealth above his basic needs, the Qur'an clearly indicates the 

. permissibility of saving "for il rainy day". In the Qur'anic: exan;ı.ple, 
howe'{erı the saving was acnıally for a drought, and it lasted for years, a_s ~ 
well known from the story öfYusuE He interpreted the kirig's drearn to 
mcan that seven years of regular harvests would be succeeded by seven years 
of drought. He therefore advised that granaries be established to store the 
surplus grain during the good years, and he volunteered to adıninister the 
savings system .. 

It is worth noting that the saving bere was of physical wealth and that 
saving pbysical wealth always entails costs. Silos must be built to bold grain, 
for example. But even in a silo, grain is vulnerable to fungus, insects and 
rodents. In the modem era, grain is fumigated with carcinogenic cbeınicals 
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to protect against fungus. Despite that, an expert _estimates that ten to 18 
percent of stored grain is lost to pests (phys.org, 2015). 

Entropy is a fundamental law of nature that applies to all physical goods. 
Iron rusts, wood rots, asphalt and cement crack; bridges that are not 
propedy maintained collapse. One of the attributes of gold that made it an 
ideal choice for conımodity-based money was that it do es not rust. Despite 
that, gold's high value means that it must be guarded around the clock 
against theft. The bottom line is that saving ta~gible assets entails costs. 

Gilbert Rist (2011) argues that one of the huge deficiencies of classkal 
economics (and its neoclassical descendant, which has mairitained many of 
its key axioms) is its blindness to entropy. Classical economics developed in 
the 18th century, when Newtonian mechanics represented· the epitome of 
science. Economists who wanted their field to be considered a science 
modeled economies using Newtonian concepts. Newton's laws were 
developed to explain movements in space, and any such movement is 
theoretically reversible. The second law of therınodynamics, which states 
that" the universe is movi.İıg inexorably toward a state of increased disorder, 
was not formUlared until the 19th century. Mainstream econoıı_ıics has 
ignored the coİlcept. The only real exception· to that is the recognition of 
depreciation in accounting. Only ecological economics recogılizes that 
huma"n economic activity cannot be properly understood without 
recognizing that it occurs \vithin ecosystems. The ruJes of ecology impose 
limits upon it and impose penalties when they are ign.ored. 

Since saving tangible assets entails costs, the German economic thinker 
Sil vi o Gessell argued that it ma kes economic s ense for a poss.essor of physical 
savings to lend such assers on a non-incerest basis. Gessell coins a parable in 
which a shipwrecked sailor asks Robinson Crusoe, who has a surplus of 
grain, for a loan, promising to give him the same amount back after the 
next harvest. When. Crusoe objects that there is no }?enefit for him in s~ch 
an arrangement, the sailor use~ the abovementioned argument to convince 
him that he would actually benefit gready. Gessell observes that the 
difference between this arrangement and a loan of money is· that money is 
not subject to decay. R:~!ll-wealth is constandy subject to the law of entropy 
while money is a mathematical concept for which rules can be--and are-
contrived that ignore the constraints of the physical world. 

In addition to i ts endorsement of saving physical goods, the Qur'an also 
approvingly reports the saving of money. In Suralı al-Kahf, Musa suggests 
to Khadir that he could have asked for payrnent after Khadiı: had repaired a 
sagging wall in a village that refused them hospitality. Khadir informs him 
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that the wall belonged to two orphans whose father was a pious man. The 
father had buried a treasure for them beneath the wall. Allah wanted Khadir 
to repair the wall so that the treasure would be available for the orphans to 
use once they became old enough to defend it against the unscrupulous 
people oftheir viiiage (al-Quran, 18:77-82). The primary e}..-planation of 
the buried treasure is that it was gold (Ibn al-Javvzi, 1422, 3:103). 

Savings in the form of stored value are, however, taxed by the Sharı<ah 
through the institution of zakii/ı, which reduces the amount at the ra te of 
2.5% annually. At ·that rate, an an:ı.ount of, say GBP 10,000, woı,lld be 
reduced below the nisab (worth GBP 2228.31 as of15 July, 2015) v.rithin a 
period of sixty lw1ar years. That is why 'U mar ibn al-K.hanab was (amously 
quoted as advising the guardians of orpha~ to invest their wards' wealth so 
that it would not be consurned by zakii/ı (Ma.Jik, A'zami, 2004: 2/353, no. 
863): 

This is an irnportant point as it demonstrates the wisdom of the 
Lawgiver, who understo.od, long before John Maynard Keynes, that thrifi 
can have ·negative macroeconomic effects. If everyone . saves and 
·consurnption is reduced, aggregate demand drops. In a modein economy, 
co~panies re.duce production and unemployınent grows. That can create a 

· positive feedback loop that, if left unchecked, could ultimately lead to 
depression. · 

In the modern world, savings are also "taxed" by inflation. The central 
banks of developed economies target an annual consumer price inflation 
rate of around two percent. Among the reasons given for this policy is that 
the measurernents of inflation are not completely accurate so it is better ·to 
have a little inflation than a little deflation because deflation has been 
identified as a cause of downward spirals into depression A little inflation 
als o provi.des leeway for· central baiıks to intervene in the economy by. 

· idju.Sting the lııterest rate, and if provides a means to surreptitioi.ısly limit 
\vorkers' real wages (Billi and Kalın, 2008). 

Real inflation_is probably higher than the offidal figures that measure it. 
The consumer price index in the United States excludes food and energy 
costs. If those were to be fuctored in, inflation would have be en significantly 
higher than reported for most of the last few decades. Governments have 
an incentive to underreport inflation. The high inflation rates of developed 
coııntries in the 1970s created the e>..-pectation of inflation among 
workers/ consumers as well as corporations. Every party routinely began 
seeking price and wage increases to defend thernselves against fulling real 
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ineome in the face of the rising price of everything. Despite W estem 
economies having supposedly controlled inflation: the cumulative effect of 
acceptable inflation has meant that a US dollar in 2007 was only worth 69 
percent of a dollar in 1992 (Chorafas, 2009: 63). It should also be noted 
that inflation in developing countries has tended to öe h.igher than in the 
developed world. 

In the fa ce of pervasive and seemingiy perpetual infl.ation, if money is 
saved in a way that does not increase its value, its actual value will steadily 
decİease over time., 'U mar' s advice' to invest savings in order to prevent 
capital erosion is more relevant today than it ever was. The problem with 
all real world investments, however, is that there is a risk involved, and that 
risk is inescapable. Any enterprise that seeks profit is also. subject to loss. 
Savers would prefer to see their savings increase >vitho'ut risk, but that is not 
possible except by the rules of the game of interest. The desire for safe 
investment that yields an increase is universal. It is the goal not only of small 
savers but of pension fi.uıds, insurance companies, sovereign wealth fimds, 
banks, hedge fi.uıds, ete. The list is virtually endless. 

Money, debt and savings ofmoney are all social constructs. That means 
'that people deviserules for how these systerns operate. Muslimjurists have 
always considered money a form of wealth, given the fact that it is 
universally preferred as counter-value in exchange contı::icts. Al-Jınjani 
(1983) defined a sal e (bay ) as 

. ~j l~j! ;,~ •ı-Jfuil c)W~ d~iı <)Alı ~~~ 

"the exchange of any legally recognized property having financial value 
(mal nıııtaqaıvwim) for ariother legally recognized property having financial 
value that effects a transfer of ownersh.ip of each transacted pmperty to the 
cowıterparty (48)". 

Iınam .Ma.Iik (1994) famously stated: . 

~~4tt.,u oi ~:fil Lr.c_, ~ ~ ofo.~ .l);Jı ·~ ı_,jt;.,i (j'uıı 0; _,ı_, . 
• .):U c.:i;_,ll_, 

" .. .if the public were _to accept leather [as a medium of exchange] and 
tum it into minted mÔ~ey, I would detest its sale for gold and silver for 
deferred payrnent" (3:5). 

Sirnilarly, the I:Ianafi' Imam, MuJ:ıammad ibn al-l:lasan al-Shaybani held 
the view that 
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"[something is] established as the medium of exchange by universal 
acceptance" (Ibn al-Hwnfu:n, n.d.: 7 /20). 

It was on this basis that the Islamic .fiqh Academy of the Muslim World 
League issued its fatwa that all the Sharrah rules for gold and silver apply to 
fiat money. 

Once something qualifies as money, the Sharrah rules for exehanging it 
become much more stringent than for regular commodities. Even if it 
started our as a commoclity, it is no longer treated as one. When it is · 
intrinsically devoid of any commoclity features, then the aptİıess ofSoddy's 
observation becomes readily apparent that money is "virtual wealth" rather 
than real wealth. The only intcinsic quality such money has is mathematical. 
People use numbers to measure things; so what does money measure? The 
standard answer is "value"; i. e., the value of any good or service. Modem 
money is a peculiar standard for measuring value, however, because it has 
no fixed value; its value is constantly changing. 

Graeber (2012) observes that what money actually measures is 
indebtedness, which is a relationship between people. This is particularly 
true in the modem economy, in which the function ofmoney creation has 
been turned over to private banks. This money is created by the issuance 
of creclit, which is then tradable. Another way of putring it is that money 
represents a daim on wealth; i.e., its only value lies in its universal 
acceptance as remuneration for goods and services. 

What happeru when the rules of the game clictate that the aggregate swn 
of claims on the real wealth in the society constantly increases at a greater 
rate than the rate ofwealth creation? When the two rates ofincrease d.iffer, 
ownership claims will conilict, and the rights of creclitors will prevail. When 
banks are the main creclitors in society and have been given the authority 
to create claims on wealth, it is clear that the rules of the game will steadily 
transfer wealth t6 them and their shareholders. 

. . 
Frederick Soddy, the Nobel-Prize winning chemist, observed, "Debts 

are subject to the laws of mathematics rather than physics. Unlike wealth, 
which is subject to the laws of thermodynamics, debts do not rot with old 
age and are not conswned in the process ofliving. On the contrary, they 
grow at so much per cent per annum, by the well-known mathematical 
laws of simple and compound interest." He further stated, "[T)he ruling 
passion of the age is to convert wealth into debt in order to derive a 
permanent fi.iture ineome from it-to convert wealth that perisbes into debt 
that endures, debt that does not rot, costs nothing to maintain, and brings 
in perennial interest." 
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lnterest provides the illusion of a safe retum. Loans are, in theory, 
contingent upon background checks of the borro\vers to make sure of their 
creditworthiness. On top of that, the lender demands callateral and/or a 
guarantor to secure the debt. Afier e},.ı:ending the loan, the lender can 
normally e:ı...-peet a steady ineome s trearn that ends with full recovery of the 
capital along with "profit". In case the debtor becomes unable to pay, the 
callateral can be sold to recover the value of the loan, or the guarantor can 
be called upon to make up the difference. 

This might make sense oıi a microeconomie level, but it ·ignores the 
cumulative effect ofinterest-based debt on the ·eeonomy asa whole. When 
these effeets reach a tipping point, they render the security provided by 
eollateral worthless. This is what happened in the 2008 financial crisis. The 
failure ofLelunann Brothers was closely linked to i ts business in securitized 
mortgages. Understanding the role of callateral in that process requires 
some background discussion of financial innovation in the last third of the 
20tb century. 

A US goverrunent ageney began pooling mortgages for resale to 
investors in the 1970s. Other goverrunental or quasi-govemmental agencies 
began to· do the same, and in the 1990s private entities, including banks, 
became heavily involved in the same process. This financial innovation 
brought liquidiry to the mortgage market. Before that, the financial 
institution that originated a housing loan would usually hold"it rili maturity, 
whieh could be as long as thirty.years. ~eeuritized mortgages found ready 
buyers, including sovereign wealth funds, banks, pension funds, mutiial 
funds and hedge funds, because they were given AAA ratings by the eredir 
rating agencies. 

Securitisati~n was part of a larger process by which debt of virtually any 
form became almost as liquid as cash. Richard Duncan (2012) observes: 

[B]ecause of financial innovation, credit has become more lik~ 
money .. Most credit instruments have. long met the three 
criteria that define money: They can serve as a medium ·of 
exchange, they are a store of value; and they are a unit of 
account. In the pas!, .however, they were not liquid. Now they 
are. The repo mark~t ma kes them liquid. The repurchase market 
allows the owner of any credit instrument to obtain eash 
irnmediately by agreeing to repurchase that asset at a specified 
date in the future. Treasury bonds, municipal bonds, eorporate 
bonds, GSE [govemment sponsored entity, e.g., Fann.ie Mae] 
debt, and asset-backed securities are all now completely liquid. 
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In other words, the entire $52 trillion in ereelir market debt 
outstanding is liquid and, therefore, money-like (57). 

Lalelin, Furqani, Ansary and Azrak (2015) e:-..-plain how the repo 
market developed and works: 

The repo market started out as a secondary market for the resale 
of US government securities, but it e> . .-panded to include the 
e:-.:tension of shon-term creelit using sale-and-repurchase 
agreements of all· kinds of securities, usually debt-based. The 
way it works is· that a seeker of ereelir offers a security as 
collateral, receives some percentage ofits current value in cash, · 
and promises to repurchase it at its full value at a speci.fi.ed da te. 1 

That value will not be its market value at the time of 
repurchase; it is the appraised value at the time of the original 
transaction. Thi~ insulates the ereeliter from e:ı-..-posure to market 
risk. The transaction is comparable to what is known iııfiqlı as 
bay' al-wıifii', with the subject matter of the sale being de bt, a 
practice that raises nuinerous Sharfah issues. Creelitors in the · 
repo market "mark to market" ona daily basis; i. e., they check 
the market value of the securities being held as eellateral ·aıid · 
require debtors to top up if the value drops. 

This -mark-to-market feature of the repo . market had far-reaching 
corısequences in 2007 and 2008. It made it very important for debt 
instrurnents to maintam their value. This consideration meant that the terms 
~f the securities packaging eliminared any possibility of - ~escheduling 
payments in case an owner got into financial d.ifficulty. Three missed 
payments would automatically trigger foreclosure proceedings. The logic of 

· eellateral elietared that the loau could be secured by seliing the collateral. 

Many of the mongage backed securities that had received AAA creelit 
ratings ultimarely became known as "toxic assets". The rating agencies were 
v.idely cri~cised for·corruption in their rat;ing process. Critic~ pointed out_ 
the moral hazard i.n_ıbedded in the rating agencies' business model. The 
agencies charge the issuers of securities to ra te them, which meant it was in 
their interest to deliver a positive appraisal of their clients' products. 

Macdonald (2012), however, argued that the rating agencies' assignment 
of AAA ratin.gs to mongage securities was not simply a confl.ict of interest. 
They were applying a methodology that made sense on the micro-level but 
fuled to take into account the macro-level forces at work in financial 
capitalism's boom-bust cycle. When asked to examine ·a bwıdle of 
mongages that had been securitized, the rating ageney employees would 
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compare the amount of each loan with the value of the house that the loan 
was financing. They would compare the appraised. value of the house with 
the going rate for houses of roughly the same specification in the same 
geographical area. If the value of the house exceeded the value of the loan, 
the loan \V<IS rated secure. It was on thls basis that the packages were given 
AAA ratings. 

lt is urilikely that the ratings agencies were ignorant of w hat was going 
on in the housing industry-the so-called "liars' loans" and "NINJA loans" 
(No Income, No Job and no Assets). Xhat they chose to ignore them means 
they probably believed the eellateral would protect the loan under all 
circumstances. 

That is an indicator ofhow thoroughly mainstream econornic thinking 
had rejected the concept ofbubbles and crises. Mainstream econornists had 
convinced thenıselves and policymakers that the business cycle had been 
tamed once and for all and that asset prices would only go up in the future. 

Maııy of the loans that were packaged into mortgage securities came 
with balloon mortgages .. The loans were originated in a low interest-rate 
environnıen~. but they came with the provision that the interest rate would 
vary in tandem with the rates set by the Federal Reserve or simply at the 
discretion of the bank. Some loans were structured so that the borro'wer 
initially paid nothing but interest. These structures were very effective in 
pumping "air" into the housing asset.bubble. According to Minsky's model, 
they were an indicator that the bubble was reaching its final stages. He 
identified bubbles as being driven by banks' extension of easy credit, and 
he identified three t}'Pes of borrowers. Hedge borrowers can afford the 
payments of both the principal and interest of the debts they assume. 
Speculative borrowers can only cover the interest payments, not the 
principal. Ponzi borrowers can afford neither; tlıeir only hope is to "flip" 
the asset, selling it quickly to another buyer before prices stop rising (in 
RouJ;>ini .and Milim, 2010)." · · 

When the Fed began steadily raising interest ratesin 2004, buyers who 
could pay their mortgages at the lowe~ rates could no longer service their 
loans. Defuults began to-mount. Defuults rriggered foreclosure proceedings. 
Repossessed houses were sold in an attempt to recover the amount of their 
loans. But as the number of repossessed lıouses being put on the market 
began rising, they became harder to seli at the value the rating agencies had 
assigned to them. When an asset bubble stops e:.\:panding, it does not 
stabilize at a new price plateau. Instead, prices begin to plummet as assets 
are sold off en masse to service unsustainable debts. 
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This meant that the mortgage-backed securities that were being used as 
collateral in the repo market began losing value. When that happened, the 
financial institutions that had placed them as collateral in repo agreements 
were asked to top up the falling value of their collateral. That frequently 
involved borrowing from Peter to pay Paul. As awareness grew that many 
of the "assets" possessed by financial institutions were worth only a fi:action 
of their fa ce value, and as no institution knew for sure how healthy any 
other institution was, they all became wary of loaning money to one 
another. The entire financial systeıiılocked up. 

The inflex:ibility of securitized mortgages in case homehuyers faced 
difficulties in paying their instalments on time ultimarely created.negative 
outcomes for the wealthy as well as the indebted. Mian and Sufi (2014) 
have e.':plained how the nature of the relationship between debtor and 
creditor in housing loans amplifies an economic d0\'1/lltum. Let us say a 
borrower puts up S2q,ooo to huy a house valued at $100,000, and the bank 
puts up the remaining S80,000. The borrower has a 20-percent stake in the 
equity of the house, but it is a 'junior daim". ·If the value of the house 
drops to S80,000, the creditor, who has the senior daim to the asset, v.ill 

· have the right to all of the $80,000 while the borrower's eqi.ıity will be 
wiped out. 

' .. 
The only asset of any substantial value that low-net-worth individuals 

owned before the 2008 erisis was their equity sbare in the value of their 
homes. Most of these individuals owed large amounts on their mortgages . 

. . When the erisis hit, the aggregate value of houses in the US fell by $5.5 
· trillion, mo re than one-third the amowi.t of the Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) of roughly $14 ttillion. Because the poorest 20 percent of home 
owners were highly leveraged, their wealth was completely wiped out by 
the collapse of the housing market. In 2011, ll million mortgages in the 

. US were "under water"; that is, the value of the house had fı.llen below the 
value of the loan principal. 

. . 
, Mlan and Sufi have skillfully analyz-ed detailed US economic data at· the 
level of zip codes (which correlate closely \vith average wealth levels) to 
answer questions about the causal effects of the econornic distress of the 
poorest house huyers on the economy as a whole. They concluded that the 
effects of the collapse in housing prices in the hardest hit areas were 
ult:j.mately felt even in areas where houses retained most of their value. 
"After tising from 2006 to 2008, spending in 2009 fell by almost 10 percent 
in counties (that had e)\.-perienced] the smallest decline in net worth" (Mian 
and Sufi, 2014: 36-37). That is because, as aggregate demand fell, 
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manufacturers were forced to cut back producp~n, which led to rising . 
unemployment. 

Asset bubbles, bank runs, financial erises and debt deflation are all 
recurring and inter- related features of capitalism. Fractional reserve banking 
has unleashed the engines of growth by e:.\.1:ending credit as it had never 
been previously e)...1:ended in history, but it has done so at the price of 
eyetical instability. Bank runs have been a feature of the fuıctional reserve 
system since at least the 17r1ı century. The unlikely event of many depositers 
~ultaneously seeking ·tO \:vithdraw their funds can suddenly become 
inevitable when public confidence is shaken in a bank' s ability to honor its 
commitments. No bank can survive a bank run without outside 
intervention. Cassidy (2009) poiıits out that public doub t in a bank's 
viability becomes self-fulfilling. It would be better for all depositers not to 
demand their deposits at the sanıe time. However, if a bank is in real 
trouble, · anyone who leaves their deposits in it will probably lose them. 
Therefore, prudence dietates that each individual depositor, locking at 
his/her limited self-interest, should try to e>.."tract their savings before they 
are lost altogether. 

The 'regularity of systemic banking erises in which a run on one bank 
spread to other banks led to the suggestion in the 19dı century that every 
country needs a central bank to function as a lender of last resort to 
distressed banks. The financial erisis of 1907 providı:d the political wi.ll to 
establish the Federal Reserve Bank in the United States in 1913.' In order 
to get access to the lender oflast resort facility, participating banks had to 
agree to minimum reserve requirements. 

The existence of central banks and reserve requirements were not 
enough to prevent the Great Depression of the 1930s. What started as a 
stock market crash quickly spread to the banking system, and more than 
9000 banks failed in the ensuing panic. Govemrnent \vas locking for a 
means to res.tore public. confidence in the banking system~ The .concept of 
hıll reserve banking had been endorsed by many academics and econornists, 
but it had no support among bankers. Instead, the governrnent chose the 
quick fix of deposit ~urance, which left the basic system of banking 
unchanged. · -· 

The combination of a lender of last resort facility and deposit in s urance 
sowed the seeds for massive moral hazard. Those seeds lay dormant while 
the memory of the Great Depression continued to influence the behavior 
of policy makers, bankers and the public, but that memory began to fade 
over time. By the 1970s, money market accounts that invested in short-
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term govemment and corporate debt instruments began giving owners of 
capital higher returns than bank accounts. Money market accounts were 
erroneously considered to be as safe as bank accounts. 

Banks began seeking ways to evade Depression-era restrictions on 
interest payments in order to compete for depositor funds. Certificates of 
deposit were the first crack in the dike ofbank regulation, and by 1980 the 
restrictions had been removed on the interest rates that banks could offer 
en most accounts and the rates they could charge on loans. As the 
competition for depositor funds heated. up, institutioni began offering_ 
higher interest rates in a bid to attract customers away from their 
competitors. Depositors felt no need to exerdse due diligence as to whom 
they placed their money v,ith because deposit insurance assured them that 
their money was safe, no matter what. Institutions offering higher rates of 
retum could only do so by investing in riskler portfolios. They too felt 
secure that, in case their investments tumed sour, the lender of last resort 
would be there to recoup their losses. 

This moral hazard was exacerbated by the movement toward 
deregulation, which increased momentum throughout · the 1980s and 
1990s. The moverrient was essentially driven by the fınandal industry, but 
it found ideological allies in academ.ia and government. Ironically, efficient 
market theory seized the imagination of central bankers. If markets were as 
efficient as its proponents claimed, there would be no need for central 
banks. The fact that capitalist markets are locked into a series ofboom-bust 
cycles was steadfutly denied and ignored. Banks were ailewed to merge 
with insurance fi.rrns, stock brokerages and other fınancial service providers, 
creating massive new hybrid institutions like Citicorp. Restrictions were 
lifred that had prevented banks in one state from acquiring banks in other 
states, and no objections were raised to large banks merging with other large 
banks. Thiş created the phenomenon of banks "too big to fuil". Their 

· fulure would be so cataclysmic to the entire payment system that the 
government would be forced_to intervene-iftheir existence w;ıs threatened, 
Knowledge of this state of affiıirs emboldened these institutions to indulge 
in ever riskier behavior. · 

One of these risky behaviors was the derivatives trade, which added 
another layer of e:ı.:ponentially higher systernic risk to the fınancial system, 
all in the name ofhedging risk. Derivatives offer, among other functioru, a 
form of quasi- insurance against negative fınancial outcomes "such as 
unEıvourable changes in foreign exchange prices or interest rates. Unlike 
insurance, however, derivatives are completely unregulated. An attempt in 
1998 by the chairperson of America's Commodity Futures Trading 
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Commission (CFTC) to get the authority to regulate the over-the-cormter 
derivatives market was emphatically rebuffed by the US Congress, which 
passed legislation that e>.."Plicitly prevented the CFTC from doing so. Thus, 
AIG, an insurance company, was able to sell credit default swaps and other 
derivatives without making tl1e kind of financial pro~sions that are legally 
required when selling normal insurance. When AIG was confronted with 
an avalanche of liabilities arising from those contracts in 2008, it too was 
too big to tıil and was bailed out in order to save its counterparties, the 
banks that had been buying derivatives from them. 

The move to deregulate the financial services industry occurred at the 
same time that workers' real wages in the US were stagnating, a 
phenomenon that began in the ı 970s. This occurred w hile productivity 
continued to increase, just as it had been doing for 'mo re than a century. 
One reason that people did not object much was because it appeared that 
inflation had been cured in the ı 980s. A major reason for that was a 
mormting tide of cheap imports from Asia. The quality of goods 
manufıctured in Asia was frequently comparable to those made in the US 
and Europe, but they were much cheaper because of the difference in la bor 
costs. By the 1990s, W estem manufıcturers w ere moving their production 
abroad. Many fımous W estem name-brand goods were designedin the US 
and Europe but built by Asian workers. The decline of the Westem blue 
collar middle class was well rmderway. Workers who continued to work in 
manufıcturing jobs in Wesfem econqmies were fıced with downward 
pressure on wages by the competition of manufıcturing from countties 
where the workers ma de less in a day than W estem workers made in an 
hour. By 2007 America had lost half of its industrial base. Increasingly, the 
jobs that workers without postgraduate degrees could get in America were 
in the service sector, and these paid tır less than manuEıcturingjobs had in 
the past. 

The erosion of purchasing power was initially disguised by a new source 
of quasi-income; the taps of consrm1er credit flowed vigorously·throıighout 
the 1990s and rmtil the crash of2008. It was the spending Eıcilitated by that 
credit which created the jemand for goods that kept the world economy 
huınmlııg during those years. The value of all properties continued to 
intlate in the housing bubble of the 2000s. As the value of houses rose, 
homeowners were able to use them as eellateral for second mortgages. This 
would have disastrous consequences for those lower e.chelons of the 
homeowner class who believed the hype that housing prices would never 
decrease. 
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However, the bubble could only continue to infiate as long as people 
could realistically continue to borrow. The limit came when there were no 
longer enough borrpwers to assume new private debt. As the pool of 
qualified borrowers began to run out, all the normal criteria for evaluating 
debtors were thrown out the window in order to keep the securiti.zation 
pipeline fl.owing. So-called "liars' loans" and "NINJA loans" proliferated as 
mortgage originators began scraping the bottom of the prospective debtor 
barrel. Abandening these criteria was a direct result of securitization, yet 
another manifestation. of moral hazard. The entities who originated the 
loans e}..-pected to seli the debts and pass the attendant risks on to the buyers. 
Since someone else would be bearing the risk, the tempranon to e}..-pedite 
loans that would end up in defuult was too great for many loan originators 
to resist. Buyers thought the arrangements were safe because they had been 
given AAA ratings by the rating agencies. 

At this point it is worth exarnining who was huying these securitized 
ınortgages and why. But before doing that, we need to look at the impact 
that the collapse of the Bretton Woods international monetary system had 
on international trade. During the 19tlı century, the world had adopted the 
gold standard as the basis for all currencies. Whatever drawbacks the gold 
standard had, it had one rnajor positive consequence: no na tion could afford 
to run an in.definite trade deficit. If it did, gold would fl.ow out of its 
economy, and it would be forced to adjust consumption accordingly. 
Bretton Woods, which was instituted at the end ofWorld War II, pegged 
every c~ency to the US dotlar and pegged the dotlar to gold. Ha..,.ing the 
dotlar as the world' s reserve currency created economic conilicts ofinterest 
between the domestic US economy and the international economy. Those 
were further exacerbated by America's deficit financing of the Vietnam 
W ar. By 1972, America stopped converting dollars to gold because it could 
no longer afford to continue doing so . 

. Although the dotlar no langer had any e:ı..-plicit cornmodity backing, the 
United States was able ~o persuade .the oil-e:-.-porting çountries of.the 
Middle East to accept only dollars in payment for oil. That meant the whole 
wo~ld needed dollars to purchase the life blood of the 2Qth century 
economy. Thus the US dotlar remained the world' s reserve currency. That 
meant the US could print dollars to buy imports without suffering many 
negative consequences. Askari and Krichene illustrate how that process 
affects the international economy: 

Consider the reserve currency country and the rest of the world 
with no reserve currency. Let us assume that in the rest of the world 
there are 100 bushels of wheat and that there is local money in 
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circulation converted to $100. Assume the reserve currency country 
wants to im port a quantity of wheat from the resi: · of the world for 
$50. It prints ·S50. Hence, the total amount of money to be offered 
for wheat is now S150. The dearing price of wheat is now 
Sl.S/bushel instead of S1/bushel. The rest of the world now buys 
66.7 bushels and the reserve country buys 33.3 bushels ofwheat. The 
rest of the world has been compelled to e.."\:port 33.3 bushels ofwheat, 
a forced saving, a curtailment of investrnent and growth .... The result 
of this action is an inflation ta:'C, an ·increase in the price level and ıt 
decline in the real consumption of the private sector: ... 

Often the recipients of the reserve currency redeposit it in the 
banking system of the reserve currency country, or use it to buy 
goods or securities from the reserve currency country or make 
transfer payments to the reserve currency country. The 
residents of the reserve currency country who receive dollars in· 
payments will deposit these dollars with the reserve currency 
country's banking system. The bank that receives the check sees 
its reserves rise by an equivalent amount. The bank will e:-.:pand 
credit. If the reserve ratio is 10%, then the credit multiplier is 
10. If ŞlOO is deposited, there will be an e:ı.:pansion of credit 
money by $1,000. This e:-.:pansion will feed into irnports since 
there is no foreign exchange constraint and the reseive money 
is automatically a.ccepted in payments. In · Othe~ words, 
irnporters in the reserve currency country can irnport without 
constraint. 

During the 1970s the United States began building up rnassive trade 
irnbalances with other countties, first ~ith Japan and then even more 
massively "'ith.China. The list of countries with which America ran a trade 
deficit is, however, much longer than that. It also notably included the oil 
exporting countries, particularly of the Midd.le East. Most countries witlı: 
trade sutpluses set up sovereign wealth .funds. The invesonent philosophy 
of most of these funds was conservative. That meant that the majority of 
the money was invested in the safest possible instruments that yielded a 
retum. The best investmerlt to match these criteria was US Treasury 
securities; the langer the period, the higher the return. Demand was so 
great for these instruments that every new issuance was massively 
oversubscribed. The sovereign wealth funds' i.İlsatiable appetite for US 
Treasury securities meant that they gobbled up whatever was available in 
the secondary market. 
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The sovereign wealtb funds bad many competitors for those securities: 
the majority ofinvestments in the portfolios ofpension funds and insurance 
companies have to be conservative, and US Treasury securities are the 
preferred instrument for that. They are also sought by money market fiınds 
and banks. The Basel Accords, which were enforced by law in the G-10 
countries starting in 1992, impose capital reserve requirements upon banks 
and categorize capital into four dasses of risk. Cash, gold, .US Treasury 
securities and securities of OECD countries are all given a risk weighting 
of zero percent. The problem with cash and gold, fron1 the perspective of 
the banks, is that they yield rio income; therefore US Treasury seci.ırities 
have been the preferred way for banks to meet their capital adequacy 
requirements. 

The next best categoty, given a 20% risk rating, includes AAA-rated 
securities. When risk-averse investors could not find enough Treasury 
securities to buy, their cash flowed like a torrent into the ne:ı.."t best thing: 
AAA-rated mortgage-backed securities issued by quasi-agencies of the US 
government. 

The Higher Objectives of the Shari'ah 

The overall goal of the Sharfah is to proijıote human wellbeing 
(maşla/:ıalı) ~nd ward off that. which spoils it (mafiadalı). 'Alru al-Fasi 
eloquendy swnmarized ıııaqaşid ai-Siıari'alı thus: 

The overall objective of the Sharfah is to make the earth 
flourish [with civilization], to maintain the system of 
collective livelihood upon it, and to sustain its goodness by 
making good those who were placed upon it to carry out 
God's will. [This is] to enable them to accomplish the duty 
assigned t_o .them of [establishing] justice . and integrity, 
properly (developing aı).d using] the intellect, improving the 
world, discovering and e"-"tracting its · resources, and .. 
administering [all that) for the benefit of everyone (iıl-Fasi, 
n.d.:). 

An inductive reading of the Sharfah te..'(ts reveals five essential areas of 
life (al-çlarüriir al-klıams) in which the aforementi.oned goals are most 
prominently manifested. These are religion (dfıı),life, progeny, the intellect 
and wealth. The Shari'ah's concern with each of these essentials is to 
promote their realiiati.on and to protect and preserve them once they do 
exi.st. These five areas are a matter of consensus. Some scholars have 
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identified other higher Sharfah objectives such as human dignity, justice 
and preservation of the environment {Attia, 2007).' While the evidence for 
many of these au.x:iliary objectives is considerable, they have not met \vith 
the same wide scholady acceptance as the five essentials. 

Attia (2007) devotes considerable attention to discussing the relative 
priority of the five essentials. This issue is complicated by the consideration 
of intensity, a criterion that applies to each of the five essentials. Scholars 
have divided intensity into three levels: çlaıürah is a need which, if it is not 
fuım.ıed, 'vill lead to unbearable 'disruption of wellbeing; f:ziijalı is a need 
which, if it is not fulfilled, willlead to hardshlp that can be endured, but 
life will be difficult; tabsitıi refers to embellishment, things that make life 
mo re pleasant and fulfilling, but the absence of such things. does not induce 
hardship. 

Scholars who have e>.-plicitly ranked the five essentials tend to place 
religion (dfu) at the top of the list; i.e., losing everything else is less disastrous 
than losing one's faith and leaving Islam. Life is generally placed at the 
second rank. Wealth is, at most, third in order ofpriority, and many have 
placed it at the bottom of the list. Attia (2007), iİı supporting this view, 
states, "After all, material wealth is a mere servant to human beings and 
external to their nature, whereas the preservation of family lineage, honor 
(and the faculty of reason) are intcinsic to the makeup ofhıiman beings ... " 
(32). 

It should be noted, however, that the objectives of the Sharfah do not 
normally conflict. They are, in general, harrnonious and mutmı)ly 

supporting. Al-Sha!ibf (1997) states, 

·~0Aı>~uk.J'ı>fo jlj .~y.ı, ~ıY.Jı.:,i..;ırfo ~'rfo fo 
('fo jlj .~~ ~~\Llı.}. ~ fl c).dı rfo jlj .~ı (!>jY C:~.h & jlj 
!.,.~d-~~~ '.:: ."JJ~I~ ~L..JL..l4ı.J:=-i:J-~ ~~J.,..JI 
. . ~;~~~~ 

• o • • ·~J1...F"; ı 

If religion ceased to exist, the hoped-for reward (for righteous 
deeds] would cease to fo~ow as a result. If there were no 
human beings held~accountable before the Law, there would 
be no one capable of e:ı..-periencing true piety. If there were no 
faculty of reason, [the requirements ofj religion would cease to 
apply. If there were no progeny, there \vould be, as a norm, 
no survival; and if tlıere were no material wealth, there would 
remain no possibility oflife (2:32). 
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With regard to the preservation of progeny, one aspect of it can be 
strongly linked .to the issue of sustainability; i. e., those who are alive now 
do not have a right to e:ı..1:ract short-term material benefits, especially at the 
level of taQsft1i}']'tit, that endanger future generations' ability to acquire the 
essentials of life. This theme is further enforced by the mention of 
stewardship (klıiltifo!ı) as the most fundarnental role Allah envisioned for 
human beings on the earth (Qur'an, 2:30). The Merrlam Webster 
Dictionary (2015) defines stewardship as "the careful and responSible 
manageıri.ent of something entrusted to oiıe's care". A related consideratiori 
is the general Sharl'ah p~ciple that when a private benefi.t conflicts with a 
public benefit, precedence is given to public benefit. · 

The Sharl'ah does not seem to address the creation of wealth very 
directly. The Qur'iin nıentions ti,ınes (the daylight hours) and places Qand 
and sea) for the pursuit oflivelihood (28:73; 78:11; 16:14; 45:12; 62:10). It 
also apparently cornmands people to consurne tJ:ıe sustenance Allah has 
provided them (2:168;_ 2:172; 6:141-2; 20:54). Scholars tend to interpret 
such commands as signifying permission, as they are mentioned in the 
conte:ı-1: of reminding people of Allah' s favors upon them. However, the 
mention of sustenance irnplies the effort to produce and eam since natural 
resources generally only represent the potential for sustenance (Al
Rummani, n.d.). The key to unlocking that hidden potential is skilled 
effort, which irnplies knowledge and education. That brings us back to the 
interrelated nature of the maqtişid. The objective of re~ing potential 
sustenance is closely tied to the objective of devdoping the human intellect 
and the other capacides of th~ mind such as· creativity. .. ' . · 

The Surıınah has more direct exhortations to actively strive to produce 
wealth, praising manual labor (Al-Bukhari, n.d.: 3/57, no. 2072) and 
honest trade (Al-Tirmidhi, 1975: 3/507, no. 1209) and condemning 
begging (Al-Bukhari, n.d.: 2/123, nos. 1471 & 1474). The Qur'an•s· ıack 
of very specific exhortation regarding the human effort to create wealth is 
probably because people do not require orders to do what is ingrained in 
their nature .. Every liviİıg creature seeks sustenance. Since greed is innate to 
human beings (al-Qur' an, 4:128) and since each person must strive to 
control it in order to attain ultimate success (al-Qur'an, 59:9 and 64:16), 
the Qur'iin contrasts lawful means of seeking wealth with unlawful means. 
The perrnissibility of trade is contrasted with riba (al-Qur'iin, 2:275), and 
the essential. requisite of mutual informed corisent in trade is contrasted with 
all fomıs of acquiring the property of others by unlawful means (al-Qur'an, 
4:29). 
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In centrast to its swnmaıy allusions to produ~ing wealth, the Qur'an 
gives much more detailed instructions on the distribution of wealth. 
Examples of this iııclude the obligation of zakiilı and the specification ofits 
authorized recipients (9:103; 9:60); the distribution of the spoils of war 
(8:41; 59:7); the distribution of inheritance (4:11-12; 4:176), and an 
e).."tensive discussion of the ethics of giving charitably (2:262-274). Verse 
59:7 articulates the fundamental attitude of the La,vgiver regarding the 
distribution wealth. The rule for distributing spoils of war to various needy 
elements in the socieıy is mentioned along with the reason for it: 

· !<:;. ~Qb.ljı '·· ~ ~ ' .<:~ 'j · e 
ı-:- . -- ı.»! .J u~ ır 

" ... so that it may not merely circulate between the rich among 
you (59:7). 

Most writers on the subject of ıııaqiişid al-Siıarlalı regarding wealth 
consider this one of the most e>.."Plicit articulations on it. The objection of 
some contemporary Muslim econoınists that the reason should not be 
e>.."Panded beyond the immediate rule of distributing booty is silly and need 
be given no consideration. 

If we examine the interest-based credit system through the lens of 
ıııaqiişid al-Siıarlalı, we can arrive at a number of preliminaıy judgments 
about it. First, there is no denying that this system has unleashed the ability 
of human societies to process natui:al. resources to produce goods that people 
find beneficial. It is not, however, the only effective cause in that regard. 
Technological innovation has been a major driving force in inercasing 
human pioductivity. Because these two factors have been chronologically 
and culturally intertwined, it may make them inseparable in the minds of 
some, but there is no compelling objective reason why they cannot be 
separated. 

Second, the ever-increasing rate at which natural resource~ are being 
processed in the current system is unsustainable. TremendoııS strains are 
being placed on natural · resources globally, including · forests, ·fish 
popularions and water aquifers, to name a few. On top of that, processing 
reso~rces cannot be.don·e \vithout creating waste in the form of pollution. 
Perhaps the most dramatic th.reat of this type is global warrning. Despite a 
chorus of naysayers being funded by elements in the petrochemical 
industıy, a significant majori,ty of the scientific community accepts global 
warming as a 'fact, and policymakers are beginni.İıg to come around. 

An iııcreasing number of ecological econornists are pointing out the 
direct c~usal link between the interest-based credit system and industrial 
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civilization's threat to the environment. Taking on debt is called leveraging 
because it gives businesses competitive advantages during the expansion 
stage of a bubble (even though it impairs a business's ability to survive in a 
downturn). When a business (or a cowıtty) enters into the interest-based 
credit system, econornic decisions are subjected to a cost-benefit analysis 
based upon discowıted future cash flows. El Diwany presents the case of a 
farmer whose production is entirely .financed by de bt who is presented with 
two modes of production. One of them is highly intensive and yields a 
yearly net profit of ,(;150 while the.other is less intensive but only yields a 
yearly net profit of ,{100. However, the more profitable technique will 
render the land unproductive ~er fifteen years while the other vvill allow 
it to produce indefinitely into the future. As El Diwaııy demonstrates: 

The incentive towards intensive famıing, and thus 
desertification, increases as the interest rate increases. This 
unfortunate result is entirely due to the farniliar way in which 
the discowıting process progressively reduces the present value 
of the land's output in future years toward zero. ,{100 of net 
profit earned in year fifty has a present value of approximately 
,(;0.85 if the interest ra te is 10% per year (El Diwany, 2010: 16). 

Third, the interest-based debt system is ine:ı..'tricably linked to an endless 
cycle offinancial and econornic crises. Crises of great severity,like the Great 
Depression of the 1 930s, are associated with the rise of extremist political 
movements, the most notable. case being fascism, which led to a world war 
in which more than 60 million people died. Even when recessions and 
depressions don'tendin wars, they result.in great human misery·in the form 
of wıemployment and the loss of property, including houses and famıs. 

In fact, the inherent instability of this system means that it is only being 
maintained by an eı...'tensive system of public subsidies in the form ofbailouts 
and deposit insurance. It should be noted that the preınium payınents for 

-·deposit fnsurance are completely inadequate for rescuing the banking 
. system·in case of a full-blown systemic·crisis like ·that of 2008. They serve 
more as a psychological prop to maintain depositor canfidence during 
periods of calm. :wJ.ıen a systemic erisis actually occurs, ta:ı..-payers are called 
upon to shoulder the real costs. These subsidies inject massive amounts of 
moral hazard into the system, making it more prone to future crises. 

These findings illustrate the veracity of Allah' s statement: 

"Allalı blights usury ... " (al-Qur'an, 2:276). 
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They also call to mind a mctaphor mentioncd .by the Prophct ( ) in 
which he compared humanity to moths trying to fly into a fire and himself 
to a man tıying to prevent them from doing so. Scientists have discovered 
why moths are attracted to light sources at night. They, and other noctumal 
insects, are designed to navigate by the light of the moon. They fly in a 
straight line by maintaiıting a constant angle to it. But when they mistake 
some other light for that in.finitely distant light, the nav:igation system 
produces uni.ntended results. Maintaining a constant angle to a nearby light 
causes the moth to fl.y in a tightening spiral into the light. If that light is a 
fire, the mo tb bums up; if it is an electric light, it bounces off it and then 
keeps repeating the same dysfunctional behavior. Insects doo't have minds 
that can transcend this trap. Humans do have intelleers that can, in theory, 
leam from their mistakes. However, the structure of social organization 
creates powerful intereses that resist the changes necessary for the greater 
good when they conflict with their private interests. A well-organized 
m.inority with considerable resources and access to the seats of power will 
preyail over a disorganized majoriry in almost aU cases. And there is always 
an array of intellects for hire that w:ill provide semi-plausible arguments to 
persuade the masses why the status quo must be maintained. 

Proposed Solutions 

A variety of solutions have been suggested for these problerns. Mian and 
Sufi have provided a number of suggestions that revolve around the concept 
of making de bt mo re equity-like. propose the introduction of what they 
caU a 'shared responsibility mortgage' in whicb loan payments are reduced 
when home prices decline below the purchase price and revert when prices 
improve; in r'eturn, when the home is sold, the lender receives a portion of 
the capital gain. In that case, the mortgage payment schedule would be 
adjusted by linking it to the local house-ptice index. A 30% drop in house 
prices would mean a 30% drop in the mortgage payı.nent. In order to 
balance the potentiallosses such an irrangement would impose ori banks, 
they propose that the contract would give the lender a 5% share of :ıny 
capitai gain in c·ase the_.house is sold or refinanced (Mian and Sufi, 2014). 

Another area where the same approach is needed is studeot loans. Higher 
education is necessary to acquire the skills r,equired for the better jobs 
available in a modem economy. The individual benefits from education 
through higher earnings, but the society as a wbole also benefits from 
having skilled workers. In some capitalise econornies, the individual is 
eli."Pected to be ar a significant portion, if not all, of the Cll.-penses of higher 
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education. The reasoning is that the graduates' higher earnings will enable 
them to service the loans. But srudents who gı:aduate as the economy enters 
a depression or severe recession will have ctifficulty finding jobs. They will 
not be able to pay off the hefty loans they incurred while studying. That 
would penalize them for having done something socially useful and rnay 
deter the ne.'Ct generatian from seeking an education, leaving society with 
a potential deficiency of sk:illed workers. A proposed solution for this 
problem is to lin.k repayment terms to the state of the job market. Some 
countries, like the U.K. and Australia, alıeady defer repaynıent until the 
graduate finds a job, and the monthly payment is set at a fixed percentage · 
of the graduate's ineome (Mian and Sufi., 2014). 

It is also worth challenging the basic assumption that society has no 
business subsiclizing the education of its brightest young high school 
graduates. This is a relic of neo-liberal/neo-classical ideology. The 
intellectual bankruptey of this school of thought should have become 
apparent to the whole world in the wake of the 2008 crisis. The fiıct that 
its nostrums are stili being implemented by W estem (and other) politicians 
is an indicator of the real function this school has .ctischarged in the last 35 
years. It is there to bestow an aura oflegitimacy tÔ practices that behefit the 
economically powerful, "the belief of the populace and the elites that ... the 
political [and economic] world is as it should be',' (Tainter, 1988: 27). It is 
interesting that Bemie Sanders, who is campaigning for the Demecratic 
Party nemination torun for president of the United States in 2016, is calling 
for free college education at the nation's state universities. He proposes to 
fund it by taxes on W all Street transactions (Sainato, 2015), particularly the 
kind of transactions linked to speculation. He calls attention to the fact that 
50 years ago college ruition at state universities was free (Bemie Sanders 
Speaks With Katie Couric, 2015). 

Anather manifestation of making de bt instruments more equity-like is 
·sovereign bonds lin.ked to a nation's GDP. "When growth is weak, the debt 
sendeing cost and repaymenç arnount automatically declines; and when · 
growth is strong, the retum on the bond increases" (Barr, Bush .& 
Pienkowski, 2014: ii). Papers exploring the idea have been published by 
such bulwarks of the mainstreanı financial system as the Bank of England 
and the International Monetary Fund. The only acrual exarnples have been 
in debt restructuring of defaulting countries such as Greece and Argentina. 
Some ereetiters were persuaded to convert some of their outstanding loans 
to these eqqity-like structures. Of course, moral hazard is a major 
impecliment to such an arrangement when the retum is lin.ked to GDP 
statistics that are issued by the debtor government. Govemmeats would 
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have an incentive to under-report actual growth or, even more perversely, 
to suppress growth. Equity-based arrangements are frequently criticized for 
being prone to moral hazard, but as we have seen, the existing system is 
chock-full of moral hazard of its O\'VIl. 

The proposals for GDP-based bonds bear a strong resemblance to 
mııslıiirakalı and mııçliirabalı şııkük (Lahsasna & Shayad, 2015). Şııkük have 
the ob\-ious potential to incoıporate risk-sharing characteristics. Askari 
(2012: S) eı-..'Plains how tlıat would work in financing a real estate project. 
The purchasets of the şukük would participate in the risk associated with 
the project by having propert)r rights over the project' s assets. ·In case the 
project fails, their compensation would be limited to these as:sets. With this 
scenario there is a one-t'o-one relationship between the growth of the real 
sector and the financial sector whereby credit cannot eı-..'Pand or contract 
independently of the real economy. The problem does not lie in structuring 
securities to be Sharfah- compliant; it lies in finding investors willing to 
purchase them. 

William Mitchell (2014) has a much more radical critique of the whole 
issue of funding governments through the issuance ofbonds. He points out 
that thisisa reİic of the gold standard, an inelastic monetary system in which 
· govemınerit spendlııg could only occur at tlıe e:ı..'Pense of private spendiiıg. 
In a world of fiat money, there is no reason that a govenıment which 
controls its own monetary policy needs to get money from. private entities 
to spend domestically. According to Mitchell, the funttion ofbonds in the 
current system is to provide a ta:ı..'Payer subsidy to banks, pension funds, 
insurance companies, money market funds and every other entity that 
manages funds on a large scale. Sovereign bonds provide these fund 
managers with a steady source of guaranteed income. The current 
economic sii:uation conıbines two perverse characteristics: nıassive 
unemployment and unmet societal needs. Governmental creation of money 
in order to pay people to do useful wcirk is the need of the hour, and it 
need not be infla~onary as long as there is unused ~apacity in the economy. 
Money creatio~ı is exactly what European govemnıents cannot do, based 
on the rules of their comınon currency, which (along \vith the high private 
debt levels that barely. -went dovm afi:er 2008) is why unemployment 
remaius so high there. 

Malaysia has recently attempted to move the Islamic banking system 
toward equity-based financing by removing the implicit guarantee of 
deposit insurance from profit-sharing accounts. The impact of the Islamic 
Financial Services Act 2013 (IFSA) is to turn profit-sharing accounts into 
profit-and-loss-sharing accounts, one of the original proposals of Islamic 
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economists. But as critics have pointed out, what this requirement does is 
force Islam.ic ba$ to compete with well-.established mutual funds with 
proven track-records of returo on investment. It also places them in 
competition with massive institutional investors such as the Malaysian 
government' s Employee Proviôent Fund; which has be en investing huge 
amounts of mo ney in the equity and bond markets for more than 60 years 
and has performed qu.ite well throughout that period. There are also the 
government's investment tnısts, which have an impl.icit governmental 
guarantee and a good past-performance record. 

. . 
One CEO of a Malaysian Islamic subsid.iary of a conventional bank 

responded to th.is proposal, when it was fi.rst publicly floated about five years 
ago, that it is an excellent idea, but it will only work if it is applied to all 
banks, conventional as well as Islamic. That is, in fact, what the Chicago 
Plan of the 1930s proposed. !ts proponents suggested d.ividing the functions 
of banking into nvo separate d.ivisions. One of themis to hold depositor's 
fundsfor safekeeping and tQ manage society's payment system benveen such 
accounts. These accounts would be true deposits rather than loans, and 
banks would not be allowed to use the funds in .thenı to e>.'tend loans or 
make investments. The other type of account would be investment trusts, 
whic~ could work just l.ike IFSA's profit-and-loss-shaJöiıi.g accounts, 
although in the original Chicago Plan they y.rere . envisioned as making 
interest-bearing loans. 

The main critique of this system is that it would reduce econorn.ic 
growth by eliminating the ability ofbanks to create cred.it. Interestingly, the 
IMF published a working paper a f~w years ago that re-examined the 
original proposal and tested its claims by running an econometric model of 
the US economy, all other things being equal, if the accounting treatment 
of bank deposits were converted ovemight to government-issued equity 
(Benes & Kumhoff; 2012). Contrary to the standard criticism of the plan, 
in Benes' and Kumhoff's model, output gains approached 10%. The authors 
also· confirmed the claims. of the original plan' s proponen~s that it would 
reduce the magn.itude of fl.uctuations of the business cycle, eliminate bank 
runs, and reduce public and private indebtedness. It would also reduce the 
profitability and power ofbanks, which is why it is unl.ikely to be adopted 
as long as the present system hobbles along. It is clear that no potirical will 
can be expected for such a reform in the absence of anather major crisis. 
Unfortunately, even if such a erisis occurred, this proposal has received so 
little public a~tention that there would be few voices raised to call for it. 

Steve Keen, a heterodox economist and trenchant eritic of the 
neoclassical orthodoxy, has e>.-pressed scepticism that full reserve banking 
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would be able to withstand the ingenuity ofbankers. They have historically 
demonsttated their genius for innovations that bypass legislatively imposed 
restrictions upon them. He then proposed his own set of legislatively 
irnposed restrictions that might lirnit bankers' ability to infiate asset bubbles 
through their lending practices. He proposes that the·financing amount for 
house purchases be pegged to the ineome-generating potential of the ass et. 
He states: 

A usefiıl multiple would be 10, so that if a property rented for 
· $30,000 p.a., the maximum artıount of mi:ıney that could be 
borrowed to purchase it would be $300,00Ö. Uııder this 
regime, iftwo parties were vying for the same property, the one 
that ra:i.sed more money via savings would '\vin. There would 
therefore be a negative feedback relationship between leverage 
and house prices: a general increase in house prices would mean 
a general full in leverage (Keen, 2012: 30). 

This is sirnilar in spirit to the strategy ofLARIBA in applying mııshiirakalı 
ıımtaııiiqişalı to home financing in the United States. The first step in 
deciding whether a prospective house purchase makes sense is to deterrıı:i.ııe 

the market vilue of the rental ineome that the house would generate. 
Rental prices of roughly comparable houses in the same area would be 
collected to arrive at an average dollar- per-square-meter monthly rental 
rate. The purchase price of the house, the amount of money that each 
partner (LARIBA and the customer) '1-yould contribute to buy the house 
together, and the length of the intended financing period would be fed into 
an algorithm to determine the e>..-pected return on inv~stnıent (Abdul
Rahman, 2014). When the price ofhouses in an area is higher than a given 
multiple of the rental income, it is a sign of a housing bubble. A purchase 
that cannot yield ·a reasonable rate of return on an affordable monthly 
payment would be imprudent for both parties. This approach to financing 
attaches it strongly to the real economy and would be useful in preventing 
housing ~ubbles. There is a fundarnental _difference between this approac~ 
to mııslıiirakalı uwtaııiiqişalı and one that calculates the "rental" price solely 
on the basis ofLIBOR or some other interest rate. The rental in the latter 
looks a lot mo re like the-rental of money than of a tangible asset, particularly 
if the bank shifts the responsibilities of ownership onto its "partner". 

CONCLUSION 

The saving of wealth in the fomı of money is radically different, in terms 
of costs, from the savings of real wealth. Money, savings and debt are social 
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constructs. As such, the rules that govem them are socially constructed. 
What people have agreed to can, in tlıeory, be changed by collective 
agreement. The rules that currently govem savings and debt dictate that 
they should automatically increase. These rules place human economies on 
a collision course witlı emirenmental stability and the sustainability of 
econom.ies over time. 

The money creation function of banks is part.icularly destabilizing. It 
fuels specul:ation and bidding wars for assets of relatively limited supply, 
mqst notably, urban real estate. Tbjs iııflates asset bubbles that burs~ when 
the rate of increase of credit creation begins to slo\v down. The debt 
deflation that follows. the bursting of an asseti credit bubble leads to 
depression if governments do not intervene to create money. When private 
debt levels renuıin lıiglı after such a crisis, recovery will remain anem.ic and 
qagile. The world appears to be on the verge of anather economic erisis as 
the debt-fuelled Chinese bubble of the last seven years bursts. 

The logic of eellateral as a measure to protect the interest of the creditor 
only makes sense when thinking at the microeconom.ic level. Callateral 
becomes useless when an asset bubble bursts because the market becomes 
flooded with seliers trying to either pay off debts or recover the value of 
their loans. 

The lender-of-last-resort &cility and deposit insurance are considei:ed 
essential means to prevent ·the wholesale collapse of the interest-based 
banking system from its own internal dynam.ics. However, both of these 
promote massive moral hazard. The lender-of-last-resort fucility encourages 
banks to take risks they would not take if they thought they afone would 
bear the repercussions of their pol.icies. On the other hand, deposit 
insurance encourages depositors to seek out institutions that offer the 
highest returo Vlrithout exercising any due dil.igence regarding the qual.ity 
of their portfoli?.s and man;~gement . 

. Attempts to make .debt more equity-l.ike are laudaJ:ıle, but they don't 
taekle the underlying cause of instability, wlıich is the money-creation 
function of banks. Full-reserve banking combined with quantitative easing 
for the general publ.ic are the most promising prescriptions for an effective 
·response to the current elisınai econornic situation. The publ.ic needs to be 
educated about the destabilizing features of ribii. Unfortunately, Muslirns 
are almost as much in need of such education as non-Muslims. Depositers 
should be will.ing to pay for the safekeeping and accowıtiııg services that 
banks provİde if they get a stable financial and economic system in retum. 
Otherwise, as ta:\.ı>ayers, they will end up paying fu more to bail out the 
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irresponsible policies of banks competing wi~ the fi:actional reserve 
system. 
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